First - Earthquake Fault: this project consists of building two huge towers on an earthquake fault. Enough said.

Second - Emergency Response: Such a monstrosity development will tap the already thin emergency response resources we now count on. We are surrounded on three sides by parkland and need to know that the fire department can get up here and quickly. Also, all those extra cars will mean exiting the canyon in an emergency will only be more difficult.

Third - Traffic/Parking: The traffic generated by such a huge project would overwhelm all the nearby 101 freeway. The already limited parking on every nearby street will be severely impacted. Overflow cars will be driving up Beachwood Drive searching for parking where the situation is already a nightmare, with these extra cars only making it worse.

Fourth - Infrastructure: Imagine the amount of water and electricity for air conditioning that will be siphoned off to support this development not to mention the sewer and other services.

Thank you,
Aaron Jansen,
(20 year Hollywood resident)
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